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doping on the structural,
conduction mechanism and dielectric property of
MnNbO4
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The development of multifunctional materials is an exceptional research area, which is aimed at enhancing

the versatility of materials according to their wide fields of application. Special interest was devoted here to

lithium (Li)-doped orthoniobate ANbO4 (A = Mn), in particular, the new material Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4. This

compound was successfully synthesized by a solid-state method and characterized using various

techniques, including X-ray diffraction (XRD), which confirmed the successful formation of an ABO4

oxide with an orthorhombic structure and the Pmmm space group. The morphology and elemental

composition were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray

spectroscopy (EDX). The vibrational study (Raman) at room temperature confirmed the existence of the

NbO4 functional group. The effects of frequency and temperature on the electrical and dielectric

properties were studied using impedance spectroscopy. In addition, the diminishing of the radius of

semicircular arcs in the Nyquist plots (–Z′′ vs. Z′) showed the semiconductor behavior of the material.

The electrical conductivity followed Jonscher's power law and the conduction mechanisms were

identified. The electrical investigations showed the dominant transport mechanisms in the different

frequency and temperature ranges, proposing the correlated barrier hopping (CBH) model in the

ferroelectric phase and the paraelectric phase. The temperature dependence in the dielectric study

revealed the relaxor ferroelectric nature of Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4, which correlated the frequency–dispersive

dielectric spectra with the conduction mechanisms and their relaxation processes. The results

demonstrate that Li-doped Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4 could be used both in dielectric and electrical applications.
1. Introduction

Multifunctional ceramics represent an important class of
advanced materials owing to their stability, low cost, low
toxicity, useful photophysical properties and wide range of
technological applications.1 They also display interesting elec-
trical, magnetic, optical, thermal, and other properties and
consequently have become a hotspot for research in modern
materials science.2 The performance of ceramic materials
depends on their structure, microstructure, and high-
temperature properties. Many ceramic materials, e.g., ABO4

(fergusonites, scheelites, and wolframites),3 ABO3 (perov-
skites),4 and AB2O4 (spinels),5 undergo structural phase transi-
tions. Since the structural phase transitions are important
phenomena when it comes to the analysis of the materials
properties, structural studies need to be carried out.6
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Among the ceramics, ternary ABO4 oxides have attracted
considerable interest in both fundamental and applied
research.7 One of the most interesting groups is formed by
scheelite-type compounds.8 Such structures are closely and
simply related via their crystallographic operations9 because of
their compositional diversity and structural simplicity. The
crystal structure of scheelites consists of a framework of edge-
sharing AO8 polyhedra connected to isolated BO4 tetrahedra
via corner-sharing. There are two groups of four A–O distances
in scheelites. All four B–O distances are equal; however, the
tetrahedron is somewhat distorted as shown by two sets of three
O–B–O angles being signicantly smaller or larger than the
ideal tetrahedral bond angle. Scheelites are related to fergu-
sonite (standard space group C2/c, while the non-standard
space groups I2/a or I2/c are oen used for comparison with
scheelites) via small cation displacements and more signicant
changes in the anion positions.10–12

Among these, orthoniobates with the formula ANbO4 (where
A is a trivalent cation) are receiving increasing attention from
researchers due to their technologically important properties;
for instance, low thermal conductivity, high-temperature ionic
conductivity, magnetic nature, and chemical and radiation
stability.13 They can be also used as laser-host materials,
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 20093–20104 | 20093
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photocatalysts, and microwave dielectric materials.14 Among
the elements of this family, MnNbO4 presents good mechanical
behavior and dielectric properties.15 All these properties make
MnNbO4 an interesting material for several technological
applications, but it remains necessary to improve the conduc-
tivity of MnNbO4 to employ this material in commercial appli-
cations, which can be obtained through modications in the
lattice.16

The doping process is widely used in materials science to
improve or provide a new characteristic to a material using an
appropriate dopant, and this can be obtained without great
changes in the lattice of the host material when the dopant has
a charge and ionic radius close to the ion that will be replaced.17

Many studies have demonstrated that the insertion of dopants
into the A-site inuences the structural and electrical properties
of orthoniobates, whereas introducing metal ions into this site
is mainly employed to study new technological properties.18

For the manufacture of materials with a scheelite structure,
several synthetic approaches have been developed to prepare
spinel ferrite nanoparticles, including sol–gel,19 hydrothermal,20

novel combustion,21 auto-combustion,22 and the solid-state
reaction route.23 However, the majority of these synthesis
methods are economically impracticable for large-scale
production. Hence, the solid-state reaction has attracted
much attention from the scientic community and has proven
its effectiveness over several years due to its simplicity, high
crystallinity, homogeneity of the product, and its low cost
compared with other synthesis methods.24 Also, it was
successfully developed for the preparation of Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4.
In this article, the main objective of our research work was to
study the doping effect of MnNbO4 with the Li element on the
Mn site and to discuss the results of the structural, dielectric,
and electrical studies of Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4, belonging to the
group of ABO4 oxides. Particular effort was devoted to studying
Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4 as a new material.

2. Experimental section

The new sample with the formula Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4 was
synthesized using the conventional solid-state method, with the
aim of obtaining a sample sufficiently homogenous and well
crystallized with exceptional and reasonable nal properties.

Stoichiometric amounts of dried Li2CO3, MnO, and Nb2O5

with a purity of not less than 99% were used. In the rst stage,
the starting precursors were weighed. In the next step, the
mixed powder was ground neatly in an agate mortar for 2 h to
reduce the size of the grains. The powder was then pulverized
and pressed into pellets with a diameter of 13 mm and
a thickness of 1 mm, under a pressure of 5 tons per cm2. Then,
the resulting mixture was calcinated at 700 °C for 4 h in order to
eliminate the volatile compounds (CO2). Once the reaction was
completed, the obtained powder was ground for 1 h and pressed
into a circular disc shape 8 mm in diameter and 1 mm in
thickness. To obtain a high-density ceramic and a perfect
crystallization, the pellet was sintered at 800 °C for 1 h in an
electric muffle furnace and slowly cooled to room temperature.
Aer the preparation was complete, we placed the resulting
20094 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 20093–20104
compound in a desiccator to prevent it from reacting with
moisture. Before performing any analysis at room temperature,
we heated the sample for at least 8 h at a temperature of 200 °C
to ensure the pure and dry chemical formula of the studied
compound.

In order to identify the crystal phase formation of our
material, we used X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns, which were
recorded on a Bruker D8 powder X-ray diffractometer using Cu
(Ka) radiation (l = 1.5406 Å) with a step size of 0.02° for 13.5 s
over a 2 h range from 13° to 70°. The data were tted using the
FullProf soware with the Rietveld powder diffraction prole
tting technique.25 The morphological study was carried out by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Merlin) to identify the
morphological characteristics of the synthesized material. A
qualitative study of the chemical composition of our material
was carried out by energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX) to
conrm the presence in a stoichiometric quantity of all the
chemical elements of the sample.

Raman spectroscopy was performed, with the spectra
recorded at room temperature in the wavenumber range of 100–
1000 cm−1 using a Renishaw Invia Reex spectrometer.

Electrical measurements were performed over a wide range
of frequencies at various temperatures using a using 1260
Solartron impedance analyzer. To obtain good contact, the
pellet was coated with thin gold lms on both at faces and
then placed between two copper electrodes. These measure-
ments were performed on a cylindrical pellet characterized by
a diameter of 8 mm and a thickness of 1.1 mm by installing
silver electrodes as contacts on both sides and then mounting
in a temperature control system.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Structural study

In order to verify the purity of the synthesized sample, powder
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded at room
temperature (Fig. 1) In addition, the diffractogram showed the
Bragg peaks could be successfully indexed and showed the
presence of a single phase. This conrmed the superior purity
of the prepared sample. Consequently, data Rietveld renement
was successfully performed using an orthorhombic phase
(JCPDS Card No. 80-1976) as the initial crystal structure model.
The cell parameters and the Rietveld renement results are
shown in Table 1. These values are higher than those given in
the literature, which was attributed to the higher ionic radius of
Mn compared to that of Li.26 Moreover, the XRD analysis
showed that Li-doping stabilized the orthorhombic structure.
The inuence of Li-doping on the structure of MnNbO4 was in
a good agreement with previous studies. These results were also
consistent with a phase diagram describing the structure of
ABO4 compounds as related to the ionic radii ratios of the
cations and the anion.27 The quality factor indicated the
concurrence between the observed and the calculated proles
c2.

By analogy to the similar peaks observed in the powder XRD
patterns of a similar orthoniobate-doped compound in the
literature,28 the XRD data obtained at room temperature
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 Rietveld refinement parameters of Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4−d

Formula Li0.08 Mn0.92NbO4 at room temperature
Crystalline system Orthorhombic
Space group Pmmm

Lattice parameter (Å)
a = 19.809
b = 16.142
c = 6.147
a = ß = d (°) 90

Reliability factors (%)
Rp (%)/Rwp (%)/Rexp (%) 10.67/26.1/20.7
c2 3.71

Fig. 2 Williamson–Hall plots of Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4.
Fig. 1 Refined XRD patterns of Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4 compound at room
temperature. The red dotted line stands for the experimental data. The
calculated data are represented by a black continuous line. The curve
in blue shows the difference between the experimental and calculated
patterns. The vertical bars in green indicate the Bragg positions.
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conrmed that Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4 occurred as a scheelite-type
phase.29

According to the XRD results, the average crystallite size D
and the constraint 3 of the Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4 sample could be
estimated using the Williamson–Hall (W–H) approach:30

b cos q ¼ kl

D
þ 43 sin q (1)

where b is the full width at half-maximum intensity (FWHM) of
the diffraction peak, q is the diffraction angle, k is the shape
factor taken here to be equal to 0.9, and l is the wavelength of

Cu-Ka radiation, here equal to 1.540 Å. Also,
Kl
D

represents the

enlargement due to the crystallite size and 43 sin q represents
the enlargement due to the distortion of the crystal lattice. The
linear plot of b cos q versus 4 sin q yields the intercept as the
crystallite size and the slope as the strain, as shown in Fig. 2.
The observed positive slope conrmed the tensile strain expe-
rienced in the smaller sized grain. The values of D and 3 were
calculated from the y-intercept and slope of the tted line,
respectively. Moreover, the found values were D = 64 nm and 3
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
= 1.28 × 10−3. These values of lattice distortion were compa-
rable with those previously reported for the ABO4 structure.31
3.2. Morphological study

Fig. 3(a) and (b) display the SEM images of the particle-size
distribution of the title compound. It could be clearly been
seen that the grains were dense and homogeneously distributed
over the entire sample. Similar microstructures were reported
for Ca-, Sr-, and Ba-doped LaNbO4.32–35 By comparing the
average size of the crystallites obtained from XRD and the
particle size of the SEM analysis, we can deduce that every grain
was almost monocrystalline, which conrmed the nanometric
size of our sample.

The average grain size of the particles (DSEM) was deduced by
tting the histogram (Fig. 4) by employing the image analyzer
soware Image J. DSEM was about 4.68 mm. This means that the
grains had a polycrystalline structure, compared with the low
crystallite size obtained from the XRD study. To check their size,
the particle-size distribution was tted by the Lorentz function,
and the median grain size was found to be in the range of 5 mm.
3.3. Chemical analysis

Fig. 5 shows the characteristic peaks of the constituent
elements, namely manganese (Mn), niobium (Nb), and oxygen
(O), without any impurity. Nevertheless, the small atomic
number (Z) of lithium element, which was less than the sensi-
tivity of EDX to the element's atomic number, could explain
their invisibility in the spectrum.36 It was highlighted that all
the elements were approximately uniformly distributed at the
micrometer scale in the sample, and the small differences could
be ascribed to the different crystallographic orientations. The
proportions of the constituents obtained as an atomic
percentage are given in Tables 2 and 3. The EDX results indi-
cated that the preparation had good stoichiometries property
and denoted that the compositions of the experimental sample
were similar to the theoretical compositions. Consequently, the
EDX results indicated that the preparation displayed an inter-
esting surface morphology of the sample.
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 20093–20104 | 20095



Fig. 3 SEM image of the Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4 compound at scale 5 mm
size (a). SEM image of the Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4 compound at scale 50 mm
size (b).

Fig. 4 Distribution histogram of grains of Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4.

20096 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 20093–20104
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3.4. Raman spectroscopy

Vibrational study by Raman spectroscopy is very useful to
conrm the presence of the NbO4 group. The Raman spectrum
was collected at room temperature in the spectral range of 100
to 900 cm−1 and is presented in Fig. 6. Group theory analysis
predicted a total number of 12 modes. In this case, the reported
Raman modes were consistent with the modes we detected at
150, 175, 234, 260, 295, 320, 374, 464, 600, and 795 cm−1, which
agreed with the literature data reported for similar doped
orthoniobates.37–41 The low-frequency mode at# 200 cm−1 is an
unexpected mode always observed in this material, which could
be Raman active due to the cationic disorder that induced
a breakdown of the translation symmetry.42 This mode is
tentatively related to the stretching mode of Li in the octahedral
coordination.43 The other modes corresponded to the allowed
Raman active modes. In particular, the Raman bands located at
about 234 and 260 cm−1 were the symmetric Mn–O stretching
vibrations of MnO4 groups.44 The Raman peaks at 374 and
600 cm−1 were assigned to Nb–O anti-symmetric and symmetric
modes of the NbO4 tetrahedral structure, respectively.45

Previous to our study, only the strong mode (at 600 cm−1 in our
experiment) was detected in synthetic Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4−d. In
previous experiments, a weak mode was observed at 850 cm−1,46

which was not observed in our experiments. The Raman peaks
observed at 260, 374, and 600 cm−1 represented the absence of
any impurity phase, agreeing with the XRD study.47–49

These modes of Raman data conrmed the ABO4 structure
with a similar space gathering of samples with the addition of Li
ions.
3.5. Impedance spectroscopy

3.5.1. Electrical properties. The useful separation of
different contributions depends ultimately on the choice of an
appropriate equivalent circuit to represent the sample proper-
ties. Thus, the implementation of an equivalent circuit model to
understand the impedance spectra is common in the Li-ion
battery eld.50 For this reason, all the curves (−Z′′ vs. Z′) were
simulated using Z view soware. A ‘‘goodness of t’’ having
a low reliability factor and circuit component values reasonable
for the represented physical processes is necessary to corrobo-
rate the results.

It is clear that the radii of the corresponding semicircular
arcs decreased with the increasing temperature (Fig. 7), which
revealed that the resistance of the sample decreased with
temperature and that conductivity is a thermally activated
process. In fact, this resulted in a signicant increase in
continuous conduction.51

All the spectra were modeled by the same equivalent circuit
formed by a series of two parallel combinations (R1//CPE1) and
(R2//CPE2) to characterize, respectively, the grains and grain
boundaries effects. Fig. 8 shows the good conformity between
the experimental data of impedance at 300 K and the theoretical
ones obtained using the proposed equivalent circuit.

The following relation gives the constant phase element
(CPE) impedance (ZCPE):52
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 EDX spectra of Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4 compound.

Table 2 Atomic ratio of the detected elements of Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4−d

Elemen Series

unn. C norm. C atom
C error (3
sigma)

[wt%] [wt%] [at%] [wt%]

Oxygen K-series 47.59 47.97 78.64 15.45
Manganese K-series 33.92 34.18 16.32 2.71
Niobium L-series 17.71 17.85 5.04 2.05
Total 99.22 100.00 100.00

Table 3 Atomic ratio of the detected elements of Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4−d

Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4−d 100% Atomic

Theoretical values Experimental values (EDX)
Li 14.31 —
Nb 4.31 5.04
Mn 13.98 16.32
O 67.40 78.64

Fig. 6 Raman spectrum at room temperature of Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4.
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ZCPE ¼ 1

QðjuÞa (2)

where Q is a proportional factor that indicates the value of the
capacitance, a is an empirical exponent with values between
0 and 1 indicating the change of the compressed semicircle
from an ideal semicircle, and u is the angular frequency. In this
respect, the good agreement between the theoretical and
experimental ndings conrmed the contribution of the grains
and the effects of the grain boundaries.

Fig. 9(a) displays the variation versus frequency of the real
part of the impedance (Z′) at several temperatures of the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4 compound studied. The amplitude of (Z′) was
typically greater at low frequencies and gradually decreased
with increasing frequency, indicating the increase in conduc-
tivity of the material.53 On the other hand and in relation to the
insertion of Li, this decrease could be observed, demonstrating
that doping led to a decrease in the resistive character of
Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4.54

At high frequencies (f > 104Hz), the spectra merged and
became stable. This behavior is related to the liberation of
a space charge. Therefore, the latter resulted in the reduction of
the charge barrier of the studied compound. This behavior,
consistent with ABO4 materials, can be explained by the space
charge, which occurs when the potential barrier of a material
has been reduced due to the increase in temperature. Hence,
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 20093–20104 | 20097



Fig. 7 Complex impedance spectra in the Nyquist plane at [ 300–370]
with [210–290] (inset).

Fig. 8 Complex impedance spectra in the Nyquist plane with an
electrical equivalent circuit (inset) at 380 K.

Fig. 9 Frequency evolution of the real part of the impedance plot of
Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4 compound at selected temperatures (a). Frequency
evolution of the imaginary part of the impedance plot of Li0.08-
Mn0.92NbO4 compound at selected temperatures (b).
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a possible improvement in the conductivity of the material with
temperature at high frequencies could be strongly expected and
is consistent with the results.55

Fig. 9(b) illustrates the variation of the imaginary part of the
impedance (−Z′′) with frequency at different temperatures. For
the sample studied, we can use this to understand the
frequency-dependent behavior of the charge carriers and the
relaxation process. The appearance of a peak in the imaginary
part of the impedance (−Z′′) indicates the presence of relaxation
in the material. Added to that, the relaxation process may be
due to the presence of immobile species at low temperatures
and defects at higher ones.56 It should also be noted that as the
temperature increases, the maximum peaks moved toward the
high-frequency region, indicating a decrease in the resistance of
the sample.

3.5.2. AC conductivity studies. The electrical conductivity
response is a prominent factor that gives us important infor-
mation about the conduction process of a material. As shown in
Fig. 10, the ac conductivity (sac) was measured for the title
20098 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 20093–20104
compound over a wide frequency range (0.1 Hz to 1 MHz) at
different temperatures (210 K to 370 K).

From these curves, we could detect two distinct regions. At
lower frequencies (102–104 Hz), the conductivity spectra dis-
played nearly constant values (sdc), because the random distri-
bution of the charges carriers gave rise to frequency-
independent conductivity. It was clear that dc conductivity
was thermally activated, which can display a semiconductor
behavior, by the leap of the localized load carrier, where the
holes jumped betweenMn2+ andMn3+ cations and the electrons
hopped between Nb2+ and Nb5+ ions.57 The semiconductor
nature indicated that this compound may be promising in
certain applications, such as optoelectronics, photodetectors,
and photovoltaics.58 At higher frequencies (>104 Hz), the
conductivity increased with increasing frequency. This can be
explained by the important contribution of the charge carrier
and the jumping mechanism. This region was attributed to the
alternating conductivity (sac). This behavior conformed to
Jonscher's universal power law, expressed as follows:59

sac = sdc + AuS (3)
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 10 Frequency variation of conductivity at selected temperatures
of Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4 compound. The inset is s typical example at 300
K.

Fig. 11 Thermal variation of the exponent “s” of Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4.
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where sdc symbolizes the conductivity of direct current, A is
a constant that varies with temperature, w is the angular
frequency, and s is a dimensionless quantity that presents the
degree of interaction between moving charge carriers and their
environment.

For comparison, the insertion of doping ions on the ortho-
niobate resulted in increased conductivity (Table 4) due to the
generation of oxygen vacancies and other charge carriers orig-
inating from a change in the oxidation states of the doped
material.60,61

In the literature, different conduction models have been re-
ported. These different theoretical models include quantum
mechanical tunneling (QMT),62 correlated barrier hopping
(CBH),63 non-overlapping small polaron tunneling (NSPT),64

and the overlapping large polaron tunneling (OLPT) model.65

These models have been proposed to correlate the conduc-
tion mechanism of ac conductivity with the power exponent “s”
behavior as a function of temperature.

According to the CBH model, the value of the exponent (s)
decreases with the increase in temperature. This is in good
agreement with the obtained result for the studied compound,
as shown in Fig. 11.

For the CBH model, the exponent s is given by:66

s ¼ 1� 6kBT

wH þ kBT lnðus0Þ (4)

whereWH signies the potential barrier (the energy required for
the polaron to cross the barrier) and s0 means the relaxation
time.
Table 4 Comparison of the dielectric and electric parameters

Our material Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4-d (Pr, Yb) dop

3
0
rmax 850 600

TC 363 K 560 K
stot 6 × 10−3 U−1 cm−1 6 × 10−4 U

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Fig. 12 illustrates the logarithmic variation of the conduc-
tivity ln(sdc × T) versus the inverse of the temperature. This
curve can be described according to the Arrhenius relation:67

sdc ¼ s0 exp

�
� E

0
a

kBT

�
(5)

where s0 is a pre-exponential, E0
a is the minimum amount of

energy to activate a process, and KB is the Boltzmann
constant.

A change in the slope of the dc conductivity curve was
observed around T = 300 K. The activation energies calculated
(least squares linear regressions) from the linear temperature
dependence of the conductivity in regions I and II were Ea (I) =
1.12 eV and Ea (II) = 1.7 eV, respectively. These values are
comparable to those found for other oxide semiconductor
compounds.68

3.5.3. Dielectric properties. Fig. 13(a) and (b) show the
temperature dependence of the real 3′ and imaginary 3′′ parts of
the complex electric permittivity 3* of the compound Li0.08-
Mn0.92NbO4, respectively. The measurements were made at
various frequencies in the temperature range 210–390 K. Such
variation indicates that the compound underwent a phase
transition at the same temperature as that deduced from the
electrical analyses.

It was clearly observed that the dielectric parameters (3′)
below 240 K were independent of temperature. Also, up to 240
K, the dielectric permittivity gradually increased as the
temperature rose. This behavior can be explained by orienta-
tional polarization, where the dipoles align themselves along
the electric eld direction and fully contribute to the total
ed LaNbO4 ref. 60 and 61 Sn-doped LaNbO4 ref. 72 and 73

700
460 K

−1 cm−1 8 × 10−5 U−1 cm−1

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 20093–20104 | 20099



Fig. 13 Real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of the permittivity vs.
temperature at selected frequencies and (c) ð1=30rÞ, as a function of
temperature at a fixed frequency of 10 000 Hz.

Fig. 12 Variation of ln(sdc × T) versus 1000/T of Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4.
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polarization.69 When the temperature was raised above 240 K,
the permittivity began to increase abnormally. Due to the
ferroelectric–paraelectric transition, the uctuation of the
dielectric constant as a function of temperature showed the
existence of a peak at a specic temperature (Tmax), thus con-
rming that the dielectric constant had a relaxor thermal
evolution. The relaxor behavior was caused by temperature
effects on Nb5+ ions, which resulted in a substantial shi in the
electric dipole moment related to polarization. Similar obser-
vations have been reported for other ceramics.70

Moreover, the values of 3′ for the doped system demonstrated
higher values than for MnNbO4, which could be justied
because Li ions present smaller ionic radii than Mn, thereby
enhancing the polarizability effect on the NbO4 tetrahedral
groups and consequently increasing the polarization in the
doped materials.71 In comparison with another orthoniobate,
we noticed that the insertion of the dopant ions caused an
increase in the permittivity of the orthoniobate ceramic (Table
4) due to the enhancement of the polarization in the doped
materials.72,73

In addition, the curve of the imaginary part 3′′ (Fig. 13(b))
revealed that the values of 3′′ were almost constant for T < 280 K.
This behavior can be interpreted by the halting of the atomic
motion, induced by the low thermal energy of the charge
carriers, leaving them unable to follow the direction of the
electric eld. However, above 280 K, the values of 3′′ started to
increase with the increase in temperature, indicating that the
charge carriers had gained sufficient thermal energy to follow
the direction of the electric eld.74

The broadened peak that appeared in the real part 3′ indi-
cated that the transition was of the diffuse type, which is an
important feature of a disordered compound. Fig. 13(c) pres-
ents the plot of ð1=30Þ as a function of temperature at a xed
frequency of 10 000 Hz. The latter appears as a straight line just
above the temperature of the phase transition.

Permittivity measurements were performed to investigate
the dielectric properties of the prepared sample. The complex
dielectric permittivity can be expressed according to Mott's
theory by the following equation:75
20100 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 20093–20104
3* ¼ 3
0 � j300 ¼ 1

juC0Z*
(6)

where C0 is the open capacity of the capacitor, and 3′ (3′′), is the
real (imaginary) part of the dielectric permittivity,
respectively.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 14(a) and (b) show the frequency and temperature
dependence of the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric
permittivity of Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4 compound. It can be noted that
3′ decreased with increasing frequency and temperature; this
result indicated a strong dielectric dispersion. Indeed, the high
value of 3′ at low frequencies was mainly linked to the contri-
bution of electronic and ionic charges, which are generally
accompanied by the appearance of dielectric relaxation.
Therefore, the dielectric dispersion observed in the low-
frequency region was attributed to interfacial polarization,
since the electronic and atomic polarizations remained
unchanged in this frequency range.76 The experimental data of
the dielectric constant (3′) was tted using the modied Debye
function given by the following expression:77

3
0 ¼ 3

0
N þ 3

0
0 � 3

0
Nh

1þ ðusÞ2ð1�aÞ
i (7)

where t is the average relaxation time, a is a constant, 300 is the
dielectric constant at low frequency, and 3

0
N is the dielectric

constant at high frequency.
Fig. 14(b) exhibits the variation of the imaginary part (3′′) of

the complex permittivity versus the frequency at different
Fig. 14 Frequency-dependent real part 3′ (a) and imaginary part 3′′ of
the dielectric constant measured at different temperatures (b).
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temperatures for the compound. It is clear that 3′′ presented
high values in the low-frequency region and decreased rapidly
with increasing frequency within the presence of any relaxation
peak. This feature is indicative of a non-Debye behavior. In this
context, these results suggest that the sample can be used in
various technological applications, including fuel cells, ceramic
technology, and microwave technology.78

The analyses of the electrical modulus provide insights into
the electrode polarization and relaxation times of the conduc-
tivity as a function of frequency and temperature. The complex
electric modulus M* is represented by:79

M* ¼ 1

3*
¼ juC0Z* ¼ M

0 þ jM 00 (8)

M
0 ¼ 3

0�
302 þ 3002

� (9)

and

M 00 ¼ 300�
302 þ 3002

� (10)

where C0 is the capacitance of the measurement cell without the
sample.

To gain insights into the dielectric relaxation procedure in
Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4 compound, the detailed complex modulus
(M*=M′ + jM′′) spectra were studied. Fig. 15 shows the behavior
of the real part of the modulus (M′) versus frequency and
temperature. In the low-frequency region, it was observed that
the M′ values were very small for the sample. This conrmed
that the polarization of the electrode had a negligible contri-
bution on the materials. With increasing frequency, a contin-
uous increase in M′ values was observed, and the values tended
to saturate at an asymptotic maximum value in the high-
frequency region. This could be due to the short-range
mobility of the charge carriers.80

The imaginary part of the electric modulus M′′ as a function
of frequencies in the studied temperature range is reported in
Fig. 15 Frequency dependence of the real part of the complex
modulus as a function of temperature for Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4.
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Fig. 16 Imaginary part of the electric modulus as a function of
frequency for Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4.
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Fig. 16. It was observed that the peak maximum M 00
max was

shied to higher frequencies with increasing temperature.
These spectra revealed the presence of a single peak only,
conrming the studied material's single relaxation phenom-
enon. These ndings were in good agreement with those of the
Nyquist plots. The observed peaks were slightly asymmetric at
each temperature, and they were rather wider than the Debye
peaks.81 The enlargement indicated the spread of relaxation
with different meantime constants, conrming the non-Debye
relaxation of the Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4. In addition, with the
increase in temperature, the position of the peaks marked
a shi toward higher frequencies. These observations were
conrmed by the analysis of the single peak characteristic using
the Bergman equation, which can be stated as follows:82

M 00 ¼ M 00
max 

ð1� b0Þ þ ðb0=ð1þ b0ÞÞ
"
b0
�umax

u

�
þ
�

u

umax

�b0
#! (11)

where M 00
max is the modulus maximum associated with the

frequency noted by umax, and b′ is known as the Kohlrausch
parameter (0 < b′ < 1).
4. Conclusion

In summary, we studied the structural and electrical properties
of Li-doped MnNbO4 prepared by a solid-state route. The high
crystalline quality of the obtained particles was conrmed by
XRD measurements. Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4 crystallized in the
orthorhombic phase of the Pmmm space group. Furthermore,
the EDX results conrmed the good stochiometric property of
the preparation and proved the homogeneous chemical
composition. The assignments of the Raman bands were in
good agreement with those found in the literature.

A detailed analysis of the impedance data revealed the grain
and the grain boundary contribution. In addition, the ac
conductivity was successfully described through Jonscher's
20102 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 20093–20104
power law. The variation of the deduced s (T) indicated that the
CBH model could best interpret the charge-transport mecha-
nism in the sample prepared. The activation energy was calcu-
lated using the alternating current conduction sdc to conrm
the phase transition.

As for the dielectric study as a function of temperature, it
brings arguments for the existence of ferroelectricity, revealing
the relaxor nature of the studiedmaterial. Finally, the presented
results provide insights into the correlation between the various
properties of this material.

These results reveal that Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4 was prepared and
characterized as a multifunctional material, which opens up
new possibilities for developing functional materials, which is
desirable to meet the rapidly increasing demand for new and
more advanced technological applications. Nevertheless, the
optic and magnetic properties as a function of temperature in
Li0.08Mn0.92NbO4 are perspectives that are still needed in order
to complete this work.
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